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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the popular logic puzzle, Sudoku and the mathematics behind it. Problems 
around enumerating the number of valid Sudoku grids will be considered. In addition, various algorithms 
used in solving the puzzle, including simple and complex logical deduction methods will be examined. 
The application of graph theory to Sudoku solutions focused on bilocation and bivalue graphs, repetitive 
and non-repetitive cycles will also be described in detail. 

Introduction

If the number of Google search results returned when a particular subject is searched is a reflection of the 
popularity and pervasiveness of that subject, then the Sudoku puzzle is very popular. A Google search for 
Sudoku returns more than 61 million results which makes it more popular than Michael Jordan and Queen 
Elizabeth (whose search returned 14 Million and 11 Million results respectively) just to name a few.
Sudoku is a Japanese word made up of the words “Su” and “Doku” which translate to “number” and 
“single” in English [1].

The game involves filling in a 9-by-9 grid (which can be divided into 9 3-by-3 grids within the larger 
grid) with numbers 1 through 9 where each row, column and 3-by-3 grid must contain these numbers with 
each row, column or 3-by-3 grid having exactly one occurrence of each number. There must be a unique 
solution to a standard Sudoku puzzle.

Perhaps to encourage those who are less interested in math to delve into the puzzle, most newspapers, 
magazines, websites and other media that publish Sudoku Puzzles claim that there is no math involved. It 
is true that Sudoku has nothing to do with numbers per se. The numbers involved can easily be replaced 
by shapes, colors, types of fruit and any other set A where n(A) = 9 as has already been done in the many 
variations of the traditional number-based Sudoku puzzles. It is however inaccurate to claim that Sudoku 
does not involve math. It is all about logical deduction, back-tracking and graph theory which are all 
mathematical concepts. 
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Sudoku Variants

Many different variations of Sudoku are in existence although none of them is remotely as popular as 
traditional Sudoku. While some variations are derived by making such minor changes to standard Sudoku 
(such as replacing numbers 1 – 9 with A – J), some variations are very dissimilar to the original. There are 
variants such as Center-Dot Sudoku which adds an additional rule to the standard rules. In this variation, 
standard rules must be followed while also ensuring that the squares that form lines AC and AD also 
contain numbers 1 – 9 such that no number is repeated on any row or column or in a 3-by-3 grid.

There are also variants that change the uniqueness rule by presenting puzzles that have multiple solutions. 
Though some would argue that these variations to the puzzle are not Sudoku (Japanese for “Number that 
fits in a single place”), there is one multiple solution Sudoku puzzle that is worth pointing out. This 
puzzle was recognized by the Guinness book of world records as the largest 9-by-9 Sudoku grid as it 
measures 275 feet by 275 ft, according to a report by Skyone.co.uk, a UK news medium [2]. The puzzle is 
reported to have 1905 solutions. 

Another popular set of Sudoku variants are those that change the size of the grid. There are variants in 
which the size of the grid is reduces as in a 6 by 6 grid Sudoku where the smaller grids within the puzzle 
are 3 by 2. There are also those in which the size of the grid is increased. Norwegian game enthusiast, 
Vergad Henssen published an 81 by 81 grid Sudoku puzzle where each row, column  and smaller 9-by-9
grid are filled in using numbers 1 – 81 with no grid, row or column containing more than one instance of 
each number [3].Uwe Wiedemann published a list of Sudoku variants that includes more than 1000 
puzzle types [4].

Some interesting variants include;

Wordoku: This variant replaces the numbers 1 through 9 in traditional Sudoku with a group of 9 letters. 
The nine letters, as is the case with 1 – 9 in traditional Sudoku, must appear exactly once in each column, 
row and block of a 9-by-9 grid. 



A Wordoku Grid [5]

Hyper Sudoku [5]: Again, this variation is played on a 9-by-9 grid that is divided into 9 blocks, rows and 
columns. In addition to these, there are 4 3-by-3 within the larger grid (arranged as pictured below) that 
must also contain numbers 1 through 9 exactly once while the requirements in traditional Sudoku are 
preserved.  

Why Sudoku is important

The curiosity sparked by the popularity of the puzzle has rendered Sudoku problems relevant. 
Mathematician and computer scientists are pondering many questions centered on Sudoku including the 
questions listed above as well as questions regarding how to solve the puzzle. Practical application is yet 
to be determined but people who have high aptitude for Sudoku have earned large sums of money by 
participating in competitions. 

Popular game websites like gamehouse.com and realarcade.com have standard Sudoku as well as various 
variations to the game for sale on their site. This illustrates the business side of Sudoku. In order for these 
games to be created, mathematicians, programmers, software engineers and so on must dive deep into 
some of the questions that we are considering in this paper. They must know how many Sudoku puzzles 
they want to include in their game software which requires the knowledge of the number of unique 



puzzles that there are. They must also be aware of algorithms that solve the puzzle fairly quickly without 
utilizing excessive processing power (otherwise, their game will slow computers down and may not be 
accepted by Sudoku enthusiasts). These questions are more are some of the reasons why Sudoku research 
is important.

Beyond the mathematical questions raised by Sudoku and the possibility earning money from the puzzles, 
some believe that the concepts used by both the human solver and the computer are analogous to the 
concepts used in scientific research. Dr. Mano Singham, one of the proponents of this idea points out the 
similarities between scientific research processes and Sudoku when he said, “normal scientific research 
within a paradigm is largely a puzzle solving exercise in which there is an assurance that a solution exists 
to the problem and that it is only the ingenuity of the scientist that stands between her and a solution. The 
Sudoku problem is like that. We know that a solution of a particular form exists and it is this belief that 
makes people persevere until they arrive at a solution.”[6]. 

Sudoku is also being mentioned by health professionals as a tool for mental fitness. Like other puzzles, 
Sudoku has been known to prevent and even reverse mental health defects such as Alzheimer’s disease 
and other forms of dementia. Dr. Gary Small, director of the UCLA Center on Aging led a research study 
that found that lifestyle changes such as playing Sudoku can help improve mental performance, especially 
memory. [7]

Mathematical Issues arising from standard Sudoku

As one would imagine, the mathematical questions that arise when examining Sudoku are plentiful. Some 
of these questions are discussed below in detail;

Number of possible Sudoku grids: There have been prior work on this subject including “Enumerating 
Possible Sudoku Grids” [8] completed by Bertram Felgenhauer from the Computer Science Department 
at Dresden Technical University in Germany and Frazer Jarvis from the Department of Pure Mathematics 
at University of Sheffield in the United Kingdom. The approach used in reaching a solution for this 
problem in this paper is based on theirs.

Number of Sudoku puzzles that can be created: This question is concerned with finding the number of 
valid Sudoku grids that can be created. That is, the number of ways to fill-in a 9-by-9 grid with numbers 1 
– 9 while satisfying standard Sudoku restrictions. In order to answer this question, permutations must be 
used while also taking into account the symmetry of a standard Sudoku grid. 

Felgenhauer and Jarvis, using a brute-force computation arrived at 6670903752021072936960 (approx. 
6.67 x 1021) [8] as the number of valid Sudoku grids. This number was derived by conducting a brute 
force search of a 9-by-9 grid while factoring the rules of Sudoku. 

Without any rules, the number of ways to complete a 9-by-9 grid with the numbers 1 through 9 is 981 

(1.97e77). However, this number includes many grids that do not fit into the Sudoku grid. The goal of a 
brute force search then should be to restrict the search so as not to go through grids that are obviously not 
valid Sudoku grids. 



One way to restrict the search space on Sudoku grid would be to calculate the number of ways in which a 
band can be arranged and then searching how many ways a complete grid can be derived from the 
computed band. When a result is obtained from this search, the computed count of arrangements for the 
band discussed earlier should be multiplied by the search result.

Any block chosen to be completed first can be arranged in 9! (362880) ways. Assuming the top left block 
is completed first, it can be arranged in 362880 ways. The number of ways to arrange the top band would 
then be 9! * n (TB2) * n (TB3) where n (TB2) and n(TB3) represent the number of ways to arrange blocks 
2 and 3 on the top band respectively.

This count produced 6.67 x 1021 however does not take symmetry of the Sudoku grid into consideration. 
Symmetries are operations which when performed on one Sudoku grid, they create another grid which is 
essentially equivalent. Before various symmetries that eliminate equivalent grids from the 6.67 x 1021 

count are discussed, it is necessary to state some definitions and label the grid to allow for easily 
comprehensible explanation of the operations performed. The grid will be labeled as follows;
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D E F

G H K
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On a Sudoku grid, column ADG is called a Stack and ABC, a band. Selecting specific values for any of
the squares is known as Relabeling. For example, we know that there are 9! ways (according to the 
multiplication rule) to complete block A but we also know that 1 – 9 can be arranged in numerical order. 
The numerical arrangement is an example of the relabeling operations. 

Other than the relabeling operation, the following operations (or a combination of any number of them) 
are also possible;

 Permuting the stacks

 Permuting the bands

 Permuting the columns within a stack

 Permuting the rows within a band

 Reflecting or Rotating the grid

Frazer Jarvis and Ed Russell in their article titled “Mathematics of Sudoku” [9] illustrated Symmetries as 
follows; 



the following grid is equivalent to itself under a quarter turn (i.e. Shifting the grid so the C is now the top 
left corner):

                   A                                                      B

1                    2 4 5 6 7 8 9 3
3 7 8 2 9 4 5 1 9
6 5 9 8 3 1 7 4 2
9 8 7 1 2 3 4 5 6
2 3 1 4 5 6 9 7 8
5 4 6 7 8 9 2 3 1
8 6 3 9 7 2 1 5 4
4 9 5 6 1 8 2 3 7
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9

                  C                                                         D

where the relabeling takes 1               3             9            7             1 and 2            6           8             4        
2, and 5 is fixed. The authors went on to state that applying the operations listed above generates 3359232
symmetries. They found that there were 5472730538 essentially different Sudoku grids when relabeling, 
rotation and reflection symmetries are accounted for.

Minimum number of givens: In standard Sudoku, the puzzle must only have one solution otherwise, the 
puzzle in invalid. In order to ensure that this condition is satisfied, puzzles are usually presented with a 
number of givens leaving the players to logically deduce what numbers go into which boxes. This 
question has not been definitely answered but much work has been done in this area. 

Most of the work that have been done have been done by University of Western Australia professor, 
Gordon Royle. Royle wrote a piece of software (the source code for which is not published on his 
website) that attempts to generate Sudoku puzzles with the smallest number of givens or clues. Royle 
states on his webpage that, “At the moment, there are examples of 17-hint uniquely completable Sudoku 
puzzles, but no known 16-hint examples. Hence I am collecting as many 17-hint examples as possible, in 
the hope that their analysis will yield some insight. Currently I have a collection of 47793 distinct Sudoku 
configurations with 17 entries.” [10]

A tool developed by the Berlin-based DFG Research Center [11] could also be used to check for Sudokus 
with less than 17 givens with unique solutions if such a puzzle exists. The proof allows users to enter a 
Sudoku puzzle via a graphic user interface. The entered puzzle can then be tested for solvability, partially 
solved or completely solved. If the puzzle is invalid (i.e. has more than one solution), the tool returns an 
error message that says, “Your Sudoku is not Unique.”

This tool could be utilized to prove by counterexample that the conditional statement; “If a Sudoku puzzle 
contains less than 17 givens or clues, then it is unsolvable” is false. One method that could be used in this 
proof would be to run through the DFG tool all known 17 clue Sudokus after having removed one or 
more of the clues. This procedure would be extremely time consulting and processing power intensive. 

It also worth noting that including 17 or more haphazardly selected givens in a Sudoku puzzle does not 
necessarily guarantee a unique solution. Any set of givens provided must be placed in positions that 
correspond to one of the 6670903752021072936960 known valid Sudoku puzzles in order to have a valid 
grid. 



While Gordon Royle’s collection of more than 47000 17-clue uniquely solvable Sudoku puzzles does not 
constitute a valid proof that 17 is the minimum number of clues that must be provided, it is generally 
accepted among the mathematically inclined Sudoku enthusiasts that there is no known puzzle with less 
than 17 clues.   

Sudoku Solutions

Human Solvers’ Solutions

There are many different ways to approach a Sudoku puzzle. In most cases, it is best to attempt to 
combine these methods in order to arrive at a solution quicker. The solutions include;

Logical Deduction: The simplest example of a situation in which logical deduction can be used is when 8 
of the 9 numbers are already known for a particular row, column or block. We know that a complete 
Sudoku row, column or block has 9 numbers and 8 of them are known, therefore, the unknown square 
must be the 9th number. This scenario most often appears towards the end of the game when most of the 
squares have been correctly filled-in. 

Logical deduction can also be used when 2 of the 3 blocks in a stack or band contain a certain number. 
For example, in the hypothetical the grid below, it can be deduced that the value of the red shaded square 
must be 2. This is known because the top 2 blocks in the AC stack already contain 2 and there must be a 2 
in the bottom block in the stack. However, we know that 2 can appear exactly once in each row, column 
and block per Sudoku rules. Since the “2” requirement has been satisfied for the first 2 columns within 
the left stack, the 2 in the bottom block must be in the 3rd column. But the top 2 squares in the 3rd column 
in the bottom block of the left stack already contain values. We can therefore conclude that the red shaded 
square must equal 2.  
                   A                                                      B

1                    2 4
A

9
9
2 B
5

3
C 6

7 8
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Let: 
p represent value X is in block A
q represent value X is in block B
r represent square C3 contains some value
s represent square C6 contains some value

Then, the deduction operation described above can be represented as;
(P n Q n R n S)              C9 = X



If conditions r and s are not satisfied, then X could be in either . It would therefore be necessary to apply a 
deduction operation to band CD as was applied to stack AC. 

Process of Elimination: This method involves writing numbers 1 – 9 in each of the unknown squares and 
then scanning the column, row and grid to identify known squares. All known numbers should be 
eliminated from the array of 1 – 9 written in each unknown cell. In an easy puzzle, this method should 
work out such that only one number in each square is left untouched. For example 
                    A                                                      B

1                    
123

456

789

4

A 8

6 9

9

2

5 4 6

8 6

4 9

7 1 3 6 8 9

                  C                                                         D
In the example above, 4 is a given, so it would be eliminated from the array in A2. This process would be 
iterated for all unknown squares until solution is reached or no more elimination is possible. When no 
more elimination is possible, one of the methods described above should be able to complete the puzzle. 

It is extremely helpful to the human solver to combine methods in solving Sudoku puzzles. Combining 
methods would make reaching a solution faster and perhaps easier. 

Some of the other well-known methods of solving Sudoku are;

X-wing [12]: This method when used along with the process of elimination would either help solve for 
the solution for a particular cells or to identify candidates which by logic, cannot be places in the cell that 
is being considered. 

The method involves identifying a candidate (any number from 1 through 9) for 2 pairs of cells (4 cells) 
such each cell in each pair are on the same row or column. The name of the method perhaps came from 
the fact that an imaginary “X” can be drawn to connect both pairs. See example below;



The candidate Is 3 in this example because it remains uneliminated in 4 cells that form an X. Since we 
know that no number can appear on the same row or column twice, then it follows that the X-wing 
candidate (3, in this case) must be contained in either in both c2 and h7 or they are in both c7 and h2, the 
pair that form the tips of the X. since one pair of two corners must both contain the candidate, no other 
squares in the columns or rows that contain the corners of the rectangle can contain that candidate. In the 
example, we can thus conclude that 3 cannot be a candidate in squares A7, F7 or I2 [12] Mathematics of 
Sudoku, Tom Davis.

Computer Solutions

Many different algorithms have been utilized in computer programs that solve Sudoku puzzles. Some of 
them imitate the human solver while others use the guessing strategy.

Guessing involves plugging in values and seeing if they lead to a solution. If the guess breaks standard 
Sudoku rules, another guess must be made. This strategy is immensely difficult for the human solver 
because a guess could look correct until very late into the solving of puzzle at which point, it is almost 
impossible to keep track. However, the strategy is much easier for the computer because of its processing 
power. 

Code written by computer scientist [13], Tom Davis is one of those whose algorithm imitates the human 
solver. The program follows the following steps
It searches for a digit and when it finds that digit, it crosses off all the other entries in the row, column and 
block. If there's now only one place in a row, column or block where that digit can go, it places the digit 
in there. If this operation is successful, the program iterates the steps until the puzzle is solved.

If the program was unable to find one position in which to place the digit is searched for, Davis explains, 
“it [then] crosses out as before all the possible entries for each square and looks for squares where there's 
only one possibility. If there is such a square, it fills it in and returns to the beginning of the algorithm.”



As with the human solver, good Sudoku solver programs utilize a combination of strategies until a 
solution is reached. This is the case with Davis’ code. If the above operations do not lead to a solution, the 
program resorts to the guessing strategy. Davis wrote, “If the guess leads to success (recursively), then 
great: that's the answer. If the guess leads to an impossible situation, then that possibility is erased from 
that square, the saved state is restored, and it returns to the beginning of the algorithm.” [13]

Graph theory applications to Sudoku

Research conducted by David Eppstein of the University of California, Irvine shows how graph theory 
can be used to construct new solution methods that are different from the ones described so far in this 
paper. Eppstein utilizes a bilocation graph drawn on a partially completed puzzle to construct these new 
methods. 

First, a description of how a bilocation graph is constructed for Sudoku purposes; the construction of this 
graph involves assigning a node to each unknown cell on a partially completed grid and connecting the 
nodes with edges labeled by numbers which are candidates for the cell. The edges and nodes form a path. 

Eppstein described a non-repetitive cycle as one in which no two consecutive edges have the same label 
and a repetitive cycle is one in which exactly one pair of consecutive edges share the same label. 
Consecutive edges are those that connect to the same node. 

                                                        A                             B

                                                The two edges A and B are consecutive

Non-repetitive Cycle method: This method of reaching a solution for particular cell C, is based on the 
theory that if C belongs to a non-repetitive cycle with edges A and B, the value of cell C can only be A or 
B. 

In the example pictured below, suppose cell C is the cell in the bottom left of the grid and labels A and B 
are 2 and 3 respectively, then C can only be 2 or 3. The top left grid is the grid as presented and the top 
right is partially completed using other simple logic methods. The bottom left grid shows the bilocation 
graph that is going to be used to solve the rest of the unknowns and the bottom right grid shows the 
completed puzzle.



This follows because of forced values around the non-repetitive cycle. If C is not 2, and we go around the 
cycle until we return to C, then it has to be 3.

Repetitive Cycle Method: This method states that the node which is connected to pair of consecutive 
edges that share a label must be completed by the edge label. In other words, if a node located in cell C is 
a member a repetitive cycle such that its edges have the same label A, then A is the only candidate for C. 
Eppstein proved the theorem as follows:

Proof. If the cell were filled with a different digit, its two neighbors in the cycle would have to be filled 
with the same label, leaving some k－3 cells (where k is the length of the cycle) between them to be filled 
with k－2 values [14].

Example:



In the example pictured above, the shaded node has w edges labeled 4 and it therefore must have the 
value 4. This follows since the edges are labeled with candidates for the cell that contains the nodes to 
which they are connected.

The Bivalue Graph

In the bilocation graph, as discussed above, nodes are assigned to unknown cells of a Sudoku such that 
the 2 edges of each node are labeled by candidates for the cell that contains the node. Another graph that 
Eppstein used to construct solutions is the Bivalue graph. He describes this graph type as follows:

We create a vertex for each cell of the Sudoku grid that has not yet been filled in but for which we have 
restricted the set of digits that can fill it to exactly two digits. We connect two such vertices by an edge 
when the corresponding two cells both lie in a single row, column, or square, and can both be filled by the 
same digit; the label of the edge is the digit they can both be filled by [14].

In a bivalue graph, if the first node is not completed with the label of its edge, then the next node in the 
cycle is completed with that edge label. The Sudoku solving rule derived from the characteristics of a 
bivalue graph is defined as follows;

If an edge in the bivalue graph belongs to a nonrepetitive cycle, the digit labeling it must be 
placed at one of its two endpoints, and can be ruled out as a potential value for any other cell in 
the row, column, or square containing the edge. [14]
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